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The mark of a wild heart is living out the paradox of love 

in our lives. It’s the ability to be tough and tender, excited 

and scared, brave and afraid -- all in the same moment. It’s 

showing up in our vulnerability and our courage, being both 

fierce and kind.”

 Brené Brown

 Braving the Wilderness:  The Quest for True Belonging  

 and the Courage to Stand Alone

“



Hearts Quarantined is an exploration of the questions: What if we 

leaned in and led with our hearts? What would we discover? 

I started heart doodles as a daily morning gift to my wife Nadine. The 

practice slowly grew into a form of meditation. I cannot draw a straight 

line or copy any form with accuracy. The heart form allowed me to be 

playful and tap into a non-linear part of myself. I loved not knowing 

what would be drawn and what text would be found hidden beneath 

the picture. 

In solidarity for the wider community, we are being asked to self-

quarantine, to create safe spaces. This is a collection of fourteen daily 

heart doodles to contemplate – one a day for two weeks. There are a 

few blank pages at the end of the book for you to do your own heart 

doodles. They do not need to take a form of the traditional heart shape. 

The only requirement is that you lean in with your heart.  Safe travels. 

Peace, Ira

Our capacity to actually ‘create’ is where we begin to live 

more fully, experience transformation, and recover the core 

of what it means to heal. It is your authentic expression 

through art making, music, song, movement, writing, and 

other forms of arts-based imagination that are central to the 

equation of why creativity is a wellness practice. So go make 

something and be well.”

 Cathy Malchiodi, PhD 

“



we sat Buddha-like in our cells
darkness came like slow moving storm clouds
an aloneness visited each dwelling
even though warm for the season
we shivered

someone opened the balcony doors and shouted…
“hello out there”
somebody else opened a window
and sang …“i see you!”

front and back doors swung open
people stood together at the thresholds
and waved

up came the garage doors as if hearing

the same song
in the air …

“hello out there
i see you
hello out there
i see you



the elder awoke facing the morning sun 
oh glorious sun
the elder whispered silently
 opened outstretched arms
as if to welcome the light 
knowing we didn’t
have to be close to hear the words …

this is a time to see beyond our four walls
this is a time to believe in what
can travel between us no matter the distance
this is a time to cherish those
who came before us so we could be here now
this is a time to cradle in our hearts 
all those who will follow us

and

this is a time to remember

what is good

what is sacred



we know our
DNA remains
after we leave
 
as is the 
imprint of an
open heart
 
how do we
measure the
impression 
love makes
 
is it lasting
is it tender
is it soothing
 
some say …
 
it’s a little
like the soft
steps left in
warm sand



as dawn is to day
as dusk is to night
 
we stand
shoulder to shoulder
 
across cracks and 
divides and thresholds
 
for what is good
what is just and
what is sacred
 
we
         lean
                    in



as you opened
your heart

and sadness
fell like
fall leaves
to the ground

without
knowing

without
effort

my heart
cracked
like an egg

to receive
your tears



will you be with me
when i’m sad …
i’ll be with you

will you be with me
when i’m  scared …
i’ll be with you 

will you be with me
when i’m joyous …
i’ll be with you 

will you be with me
when i’m selfish …
i’ll be with you 

will you be with me
when i’m brave…
i’ll be with you 

will you be with me
when i’m dying …
yes, i’ll be with you



heart calls  …
 
 
do not know
distance
 
do not know
such things as
time
 
do not need a
medium to travel
 
heart calls

have wings 
 
and rest on open 
palms



there is a time
when light dances
 
there is a time
of aging bright
colors
 
there is a time of
letting go of what
has been
 
and …
 
there is a time
where rebirth and
longing meet to
give us hope



high and low
near and far
west coast - east coast
mountains - valleys
streams - oceans
villages -cities 
sky - moons
sun - stars
 
a constellation
of souls
with words - without words
reach to touch
 
a sign language of the heart 
is spoken
and understood



fear fell like rain
filled the rivers
flooded the valleys
poured down on the cities
 
people’s cries sounded like constant thunder
 
a young girl went outside with her red boots
 
stood and screamed …“stand with me”
next came a young boy who took her hand
and yelled …
“i stand with you”
 
doors opened 
more children came out
 
adults followed
lifted their children
on their shoulders
 
so all could see
hundreds of circles
forming



hearts rose from the sea 
from the land
like a rainbow of floating lanterns
 illuminating the landscape
 
i so much wanted to hold on
and be taken away
 
yet each time i touched a rising
heart it was just air
 
my feet remained planted on the ground
 
as i opened my outstretched  arms 
and took long
deep breaths
 
hundreds of hearts
began to fall into
my open hands



to embrace another’s fear
 
to embrace another’s anger
 
to embrace another’s pain
 
with only 

the courage of an open heart
 
creates a magic
that cannot be explained
 
yet can pierce
the thickest of shields



fear swept the land
like giant storms

from west to east
thunder without rain
 
our hearts cracked
like cold ice as we shook
more thunder 
 
someone took a hand
someone else took a hand
those hands found
other hands
 
circles began to form
fires were lit
drums were heard



heart warriors know 
when you lean into love
the spirit strengthens
 
obstacles are to be
embraced
 
the blessing of
understanding is offered
 
the path  
walked 
widens 

death is no longer feared









our best days …
we fly as a flock
reducing resistance
adding lift and taking turns
formations of beauty
as we guide each other



Please share your Heart Doodles – send to irabaumgarten@gmail.com 

To see other books by Ira go to:

www.anightonbuddysbench.com 
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